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WASHINGTON — The
push to impeach President
Trump ended this week with
back-to-back votes in the
House of Representatives,
but many unanswered ques-
tions remain about the
Ukraine scandal that set it
off. 

Congressional investiga-
tors, journalists and prose-
cutors are still chipping
away at a scandal that re-
mains mysterious despite
wall-to-wall media coverage.
Academics will probably
mine government archives
for decades to complete the
historical record that has
been kept under wraps by
the White House. 

The Senate is not ex-
pected to help during its trial
of the president, which could
happen next month. Repub-
licans who control the cham-
ber have resisted Demo-
crats’ calls to bring in addi-
tional witnesses, meaning
senators will probably make
their final decision on
whether to remove the presi-
dent based on an incomplete
picture. 

The situation has frus-
trated Democratic leaders.
They find themselves
stymied by Trump, who has
successfully directed top ad-
ministration officials to ig-
nore subpoenas and with-
hold thousands of docu-
ments.

“I think the American
people deserve a full ac-
counting, even though the
evidence of the president’s
guilt is already overwhelm-
ing,” said Rep. Adam B.
Schiff (D-Burbank), who led
the impeachment inquiry as
chairman of the House Intel-
ligence Committee.

He added, “The addi-
tional meaningful investiga-
tive work that we have al-
ready identified could take
years if the president contin-
ues to stonewall.”

The broad strokes of the
controversy are known, due
mostly to Trump’s decision
to release a White House
memo summarizing his July
25 phone call with Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelen-
sky. During the conversa-
tion, Trump asked Zelensky
to launch two investigations
that would benefit him polit-
ically. One involved a false
conspiracy theory alleging
Ukraine’s election interfer-
ence in 2016; the other tar-
geted Joe Biden, the former
vice president vying to be
Trump’s Democratic oppo-
nent in 2020. At that same 
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Mysteries shroud the
controversy that led
to impeachment. It
could take years to get
a complete picture.
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O
n top of a hill in
Valencia, where
the wind blows
most days, the
buildings are big,

new and absolutely non-
forthcoming. They could
house anything — a doctor’s
office, a car dealership, a
secret government agency.
Inside one, against the back
wall, lies a pile of large
equally nondescript pieces of
canvas. Most are long and
tied up with string; some
have been folded into thick
squares and stacked. They
could be anything — enor-
mous window treatments or
very thin floor coverings. 

Until they are unrolled
and reveal ... the world.

Hillsides, houses, airports
and cathedrals; cityscapes,
landscapes and the ocean 

rocking toward the horizon;
courtrooms and bedrooms,
bungalows and castles; gas
stations, skyscrapers, apart-
ment buildings; the roofs of
Paris and New York, corri-
dors, tapestries, train depots
and a mine shaft burrowing
into an icy mountain.

The magic of Hollywood,
in a Valencia warehouse,
rolled up and waiting to be
claimed.

These are the 90 painted
backdrops that remain of
more than 200 saved through
the Art Directors Guild
Backdrop Recovery Project,
a two-year attempt to keep a
relatively few pieces of irre-
placeable art and Hollywood
history from the fate of so
many sets, props, costumes
and backdrops: the studio
dumpster.

“Hollywood started as a
green industry and then 

LYNNE COAKLEY, president of JC Backings, stands in front of a backdrop for 1959’s “Ben-Hur” at
Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City. She has donated 207 movie backdrops to the Art Directors Guild.
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Preserving film’s illusions
Many of the painted backdrops that brought magic to
moviegoers have been rescued and given new homes

JULIE ANDREWS and Christopher
Plummer sing of love in 1965’s “The Sound
of Music” against a painted backdrop.

Twentieth Century Fox

By Mary McNamara
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COLUMN ONE

When California began
building its network of free-
ways after World War II to
connect its booming sub-
urbs, the expectation was
that drivers would be able to
use them to speedily bypass
traffic lights, pedestrians
and increasingly congested
city streets.

And though not ex-
pressly stated, the flowing
concrete ribbons would be
unlike the toll roads in the
East: That is, these road-
ways would be free.

But that was long before
those freeways became con-
gested with bumper-to-
bumper traffic, making for
miserable commutes and
perpetually smoggy skies. 

Now, California is ex-
panding toll lanes on free-
ways like never before, not
just to raise revenue for
transportation projects but
to change behavior as well.

Toll lanes are in the works
along the 405 Freeway in Or-
ange County, the 15 Freeway
in Riverside County and In-
terstate 880 in Alameda
County.

Orange County is consid-
ering a huge expansion of
toll lanes, eyeing the 55, 57
and 91 freeways as
possibilities. Darrell E.
Johnson, head of the Orange
County Transportation Au-
thority, said the plan is part
of a decades-long, $43-bil-
lion investment in the coun-
ty’s transportation network.

L.A. County officials are
even considering adding toll
lanes to the 405 in the con-
gested Sepulveda Pass, and
later, on the 105 and 605 free-
ways. Another proposal
would add toll lanes to the 5
Freeway between Red Hill
Avenue and the L.A. County
line, costing $223 million to
$779 million, according to 

Straight
ahead: a
toll lane
future
State is expanding the
network, not just to
raise transit funds but
to change behavior.

By Alejandra
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LAURIER, Wash. —
When Washington ranchers
find that gray wolves have
attacked their cattle, they
can call the state wildlife
agency, which has killed 31 of
the protected predators
since 2012 under a program
intended to save vulnerable
livestock.

Many ranches have rou-
tinely used state-contracted
range riders to ward off
wolves, which are listed by
Washington as endangered
even as they have gradually
returned during the last dec-
ade after being reintroduced
in Idaho.

But not the Diamond M
Ranch, which has grazed its
cattle on federal land near

the U.S.-Canada border in
northeast Washington since
World War II.

Twenty-six of the 31
eradicated wolves were
killed after the Washington
Department of Fish & Wild-
life deemed that members of
their packs had attacked Di-
amond M livestock. 

Environmentalists say
the ranch not only fails to
take preventive steps to
safeguard its herds, but in
some cases brings on the
bloodshed by leaving cattle
near known wolf dens. 

Operators of Diamond M
deny that’s the case, but 
are vociferous about their
rights. The issue highlights a
clash of cultures between ru-
ral eastern Washington resi-
dents and city dwellers west 

A GRAY WOLF, front, at a sanctuary in Washington
state, where one ranch had 26 of the predators killed.
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Shooting down 
Washington state’s
endangered wolves
By Richard Read
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Space launch
off target
Boeing’s Starliner
capsule, intended to
soon carry astronauts,
settles into the wrong
orbit. The setback is
not dire, officials say.
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JOAN IRVINE SMITH DIES

Mark Boster Los Angeles Times

The philanthropist, arts patron and heiress to one of Orange County’s foun-
ding fortunes, 86, was instrumental in establishing UC Irvine. CALIFORNIA, B1

Robert Marbut is brand-
new to his job as executive
director of the agency that
coordinates the federal gov-
ernment’s response to
homelessness. But he is al-
ready criticizing the work
being done to get people off
the streets in California. 

“If [it] was working, Cali-

fornia should have the low-
est numbers in the country,
and it should be reducing,”
he told The Times. “And in-
stead for the last five years, it
has gone the other direction.
So you can’t tell me it’s work-
ing. ... To me, it’s that sim-
ple.” 

For a state that is home
to nearly a quarter of the
country’s homeless popula-
tion, these could be ominous

words from a man who, as
head of the U.S. Interagency
Council on Homelessness,
has sway over federal policy
on homelessness and hous-
ing. 

Since the summer, Presi-
dent Trump has been railing
against Los Angeles and San
Francisco for failing to get a
handle on a growing number
of homeless encampments. 

U.S. official has dim view of
California’s homeless effort
‘You can’t tell me it’s working,’ says agency chief

By Benjamin Oreskes

[See Marbut, A10]
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became brown,” says former ADG
president and Recovery Project
founder Tom Walsh. “Everything
was used repeatedly; nothing went
into storage. Then when studios
began to decline, they got rid of
everything, sold things in auctions
or just threw them away. And the
first to go were backings. We will
never know how many were lost,
and if I go down that road I will just
start to cry.

“These, though,” he says, “we
were able to save.”

There is no more iconic Holly-
wood image than the backdrop.
Backdrops, or backings, are the
enormous paintings that make the
movie and television industries
possible by stretching the confines
of a studio set into endless pos-
sibility. With a good backdrop,
western plains can stretch to the
horizon, snowy peaks of moun-
tains create the suspense of dizzy-
ing heights, jungles bloom, sky-
scrapers loom and cities wink
through apartment windows. Sets
cradle the action; actors, writers
and directors create characters
and drama; but backdrops build
worlds. 

Many are imprinted on our
collective memory — the Georgian
sunset against which Scarlett
O’Hara vowed never to be hungry
again, the island beaches of
“South Pacific,” the view of the
Danube from the Von Trapp fam-
ily’s terrace in “The Sound of
Music,” Mt. Rushmore in “North
by Northwest.” 

In the early years of Hollywood,
studios hired artists to paint their
own backings, which were some-
times used repeatedly and some-
times thrown away, depending on
need, space and the studio’s finan-
cials. In the 1950s, a few scenic
artists realized this was not a
great system, that studios some-
how sharing backings might work
better, and a few artists began
striking out on their own, painting
and purchasing various back-
drops they would then rent out. 

Nowadays almost all backings,
painted and otherwise, are fur-
nished by rental companies. 

JC Backings is one of the best
known of the now handful of rental
companies with the most notable
collection of historic backdrops in
the business. A business that has
increasingly shifted away from
painted backings to photograph
and digital versions. Over the
years, JC Backings has regularly,
and out of necessity, culled its
collection. Even when rolled or
folded, backdrops are big and
difficult to move and require tem-
perature-controlled storage.
Those not making money as rent-
als are literally just taking up
space.

Two years ago, President
Lynne Coakley decided the com-
pany no longer needed 207 of its
older backings. But this time,
instead of filling up an oversize
dumpster, she donated them to
the Art Directors Guild, which
unrolled, photographed and cata-
loged each one, and then set about
finding each one a home. 

Most of the more famous im-
ages went quickly. The film acade-
my took the backdrop from the
“Fit as a Fiddle” number in “ Sing-
in’ in the Rain,” the eerie land-
scape of “Forbidden Planet,” the
tapestried walls of “Marie An-
toinette,” the office from “Adam’s
Rib.” Others, like the Sistine
Chapel from “The Shoes of the
Fisherman” were given to colleges;
the Autry Museum of the Ameri-
can West has eight (including two
from the 1947 Katharine Hepburn/
Spencer Tracy western “The Sea
of Grass”) and a few went to the
Royal Scottish Academy. (George
Gibson, the legendary head of
MGM’s scenic design department,
where many of the backdrops were
painted, was Scottish.)

In their new homes, the back-
ings function in a variety of ways —
as exhibits, teaching tools and
occasionally theatrical backdrops
— but all, including the ones still in
storage in Valencia, mark another
important shift in Hollywood. For
many who work in the cinematic
crafts, the real tragedy of the
digital revolution and the end of
the studio system has been the
loss of so many iconic props and
artworks. Now, as more studios
are dismantled, absorbed or re-
purposed, there is a growing de-
mand that the working assets of
old Hollywood, whether research
libraries, backdrops or remainders
of sets, be preserved. 

In the short version of the story,
the Backdrop Recovery Project
began with a phone call. In 2017,
Walsh was working in New Mexico
as production designer on the
Netflix western series “Longmire”
when he got a call from Coakley.

She said: “Well, Tom, we’re
going to move.”

He managed to not drop the
phone, but it was a big and upset-
ting announcement. JC Backings
was founded by the Coakley fam-
ily, which has been part of the
scenic art world for five genera-
tions. Over the years, the company
acquired the collections of MGM,
Universal, 20th Century Fox, Dis-
ney and Paramount. 

For 40 years, the company
operated out of the famous MGM
scenic paint studio on what is now
the Sony lot in Culver City and had
a history with the studio for even

longer. Lynne’s great-grandfather,
John Coakley, was a scenic artist
there, working under Gibson’s
tutelage, when, in 1936, he fell to his
death from a studio scaffolding.
MGM’s method of compensation
was to hire his son, John Harold
Coakley, as an apprentice. John
Harold eventually went to 20th
Century Fox and, after “Cleopa-
tra” nearly bankrupted the studio,
he bought its backdrop collection.
In 1962, he formed JC Backings
with his son, John Gary Coakley.

In 1972, the company moved to
MGM and its still gold-standard
scenic studio.

JC Backings remains in the
painted backdrop business — a
backing from the 1958 musical
“South Pacific,” for example, was
recently used on an upcoming
Netflix series and several equally
venerable backings were recently
rented for new Marvel projects.
But at least half of the company’s
inventory is photo and digital, and
it made no sense to pay for the
MGM studio, which was built for
painting scenic backings and did
not have the storage space the
company needed.

When Lynne Coakley decided
to move the headquarters to a
larger facility in Culver City, with a
warehouse equipped for painting
in Gardena, she eyed the 3,000 or
so painted backings in the compa-
ny’s collection and realized that
more than 200 of them had not
been used in years. 

A decade ago, she says, she
would have just chucked them;
some were faded or damaged,
some so specific they could never
be used again.

“It’s only in the last 10 years that
we’ve started thinking of them as
having historic value,” says Coak-

ley. “For years, we thought of back-
ings as a commodity; that’s our
business.” 

In the long version of the story,
the conversation that resulted in
the Backdrop Recovery Project
occurred almost 10 years ago.

An award-winning production
designer, Walsh had worked with
JC Backings for much of his career.
As president of ADG, from 2003 to
2013, he was committed to making
the public aware of scenic artists
and preserving the historic work
that remained. “I started as a pot
boy,” he says, referring to the
young workers who mixed the
paints that scenic artists used for
backdrops. “It was the last days of
the old ways, and ever since then, I
have a soft spot for scenic artists.”

And not just as a preserva-
tionist. Walsh believes old Holly-
wood arts are crucial in developing
the new ones and bemoans the
fact that many cinema schools
now view scenic painting as an
elective for their arts programs. 

“A lot of people are going into
the digital arts,” he says, “but the
best artists I’ve worked with,
digital or not, are the ones who can
pick up a pencil, who can look at
something and see it before they
start re-creating it. No matter how
they do it.”

In 2012, he founded the ADG
archives, which contains resources
gleaned from old studio research
libraries — books and photos,
paintings and advertisements,
anything and everything that
could help artists of all types make
the sets, props and backings beau-
tiful and believable. 

That same year, he approached
Lynne about publicly displaying
some of the iconic backdrops and
the small paintings from which

they were created; over seven
years, the ADG and JC Backings
co-hosted five open-house nights
at the historic MGM studio.

The events were so popular,
Walsh says, that he wondered if
there was a book to be done. While
giving a guest lecture at the Uni-
versity of Texas, Austin, he had
met Karen Maness, a former sce-
nic artist who loved backdrops
almost as much as he did.

“I grew up in San Diego,” Ma-
ness says, “and I fell in love with all
the murals in Los Angeles. When I
saw my first theatrical backdrop, I
knew this is what I wanted to do: I
wanted to work big.”

She had been teaching theat-
rical arts at UT Austin for several
years when Walsh approached her
about doing a book, and she im-
mediately said yes. “It was a pas-
sion project to understand these
artists, to help them be seen for
their work.”

For four years, she and Richard
M. Isackes interviewed Hollywood
masters and in 2016 produced “The
Art of the Hollywood Backdrop,” a
gorgeous book that tells the story
of an art form that is at its best
when it does not appear to exist.

“The publisher said it was the
most beautiful book they had ever
made,” Walsh says. “Certainly it is
the heaviest.”

“Tom saw the urgency,” Maness
says. “A lot of the artists we inter-
viewed for the book are gone now,
and I am so grateful that I got to
speak with so many. It’s changed
the way I paint and think about
painting. I have never seen paint-
ing with such sensitivity to color,
temperature and value structure. I
am so embarrassingly in love with
it.”

The Coakleys and their unique

collection are a big part of “The
Art of the Hollywood Backdrop,”
in which the family’s story was told
publicly for the first time. Lynne’s
parents are, she says, very private
and reserved individuals. Working
with Walsh and Maness, Lynne
began to think of JC Backings’
collection of painted backdrops as
something more than company
assets.

“After the book came out,”
Walsh says, “we started hearing
from a lot of people who were also
interested in preservation.” 

During the early years of the
backdrop exhibitions, Lynne had
been surprised when Anne Coco,
the motion picture academy’s
graphic arts librarian, had asked if
she would be willing to donate
some of the small paintings done
as blueprints for the backings,
which she happily did. So when
Lynne decided there was no point
in moving the 200-plus backings
that were no longer in use, she
called the academy first.

“The academy took about a
dozen right away,” Lynne says.
“The cream, obviously. The rest
went to the ADG, and,” she adds
laughing, “Tom got them to take
about 10 more.”

Although the academy will not
reveal anything about how, or
which, backings will be displayed
in its new Museum of Motion
Pictures, Walsh says he put to-
gether an exhibit for architect
Renzo Piano and his staff when
they were in the designing phase.

For the remaining 207, she
called Walsh, who was thrilled.

Thrilled and a little daunted.
Moving more than 200 backings,
some of which are more than 30
feet wide and, affixed to wooden
battens, weigh several hundred
pounds, is no joke. Nor is the work
of unrolling each one and trying to
identify the films for which it was
used. Especially when you have
only a couple of weeks to do it.

“There were some of the back-
ings that hadn’t been opened,”
says Maness, who, along with a
dozen or so ADG members, helped
with the moving and cataloging.
“The reason they survived when so
many assets were lost or sold off in
auction was that they were able to
keep them at MGM so they were
up and out of sight.”

But if the three weeks it took to
catalog and move the backings
were difficult, they were also ex-
hilarating. There was gold in them
there rafters.

“No one knew the ‘Fit as a
Fiddle’ backing was in there,” says
Walsh. “Or the tapestries from
‘Marie Antoinette.’ And the ‘For-
bidden Planet’ landscapes were so
amazing. But even the ones that
weren’t famous are gems. If it
weren’t for JC Backings,” he says,
“this library, which dates back to
the 1930s, wouldn’t exist.”

He has spent the past two years
finding homes for the original 207
and then an additional 65 donated
by Scenic Express. As of publica-
tion, there are still 50 or so in the
Valencia warehouse that he hopes
will find homes at some film or
theatrical school. The University
of Texas, Austin took 47, including
the 24 from “The Shoes of the
Fisherman,” which Maness uses to
teach painting and design to her
students; one of her classes is
reproducing the Sistine Chapel.

“Everything you need to know
about how to paint is in those back
drops,” she says. “I recognize that
we are living in a digital world, but
there’s so much power in the
painting.

“After the book came out, it
raised consciousness about pres-
ervation. Photographic backings
are fine — I use them, we all use
them — but painted backdrops are
art. Some are so simply drawn
that when you look at them closely
they don’t look like anything.

“And then you step back and
you see the world.” 

Project preserves old Hollywood’s illusions

“IF I GO down that road I will just start to cry,” says Tom Walsh, who oversees the Backdrop Recovery Project, about lost backings. 
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CARY GRANT and Eva Marie Saint are filmed against a painted backdrop of Mt. Rushmore
for Alfred Hitchcock’s “North by Northwest.” A backdrop from the film hangs on the Sony lot.
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ADRIAN RENTERIA unrolls a historic film backdrop, one of 90 remaining in a Valencia ware-
house. Backdrops are big and difficult to move and require temperature-controlled storage.
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